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QUESTION 1

An organization is considering migrating from their traditional IT stack to ITaaS. The organization wants to use service
catalog and chargeback to help reduce IT waste. The organization does not have the in house knowledge, people, or
budget to fully implement the service catalog in short-term. However, they have decided to commit to the transition and
want to see results within twelve months. 

What are the first three steps you should recommend? 

A. 1: Create a cross-functional scrum team to meet every week 

2: Organize an application assessment 

3: Organize a service inventory analysis 

B. 1: Create a cross-functional scrum team to meet every day 

2: Organize a workload analysis 

3: Organize an application assessment 

C. 1: Create a cross-functional cloud team to meet every day 

2: Organize a service inventory analysis 

3: Organize an orchestration assessment 

D. 1: Create a cross-functional cloud team to meet every week 

2: Organize a workload analysis 

3: Organize a service inventory analysis 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A healthcare company decides to adopt cloud computing to offer new products and services to their customers. What
should be their biggest concern when it comes to storing and handling patient data from a governance perspective? 

A. Following industry rules and regulations 

B. Threats are mitigated by risk management 

C. All policies are followed in decision making 

D. prevention of unauthorized access and security beaches 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3
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A company is assessing the cloud maturity of their existing capabilities. Which components should be analyzed to
establish the baseline maturity? 

A. Self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, measured service 

B. Service catalog, plenty of bandwidth, virtualization, software defined networks, software defined storage 

C. SLA, SaaS, PaaS, IaaS 

D. Self-service, broad network access, measured service, SLA 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An organization wants to provide IaaS capabilities in a hybrid cloud. They have the following requirements: 

-Each line of business must have access to its own services 

-Templates will be shared 

-Service templates should be as generic as possible 

-Data encryption should be provided for only services that require it 

-

Each instance should use Microsoft Active Directory for authentication 

-

Each instance should have the latest OS patches applied 

How can these requirements be addressed in a cloud design? 

A. Add a single shared template to the service catalog Provide orchestration workflows to create a tenant and then
instantiate and customize instances Provide orchestration workflows to enable data encryption and authentication
Enable a configuration manager policy for OS updates 

B. Configure multiple tenants in the service catalog Add a single template to the service catalog Provide orchestration
workflows enabling instance creation, customization and tenant assignment Provide orchestration workflows enabling
data encryption and authentication Enable a configuration manager for OS updates 

C. Add one template to the service catalog with encryption enabled Provide orchestration workflows to instantiate and
customize instances Provide orchestration workflows to enable authentication Enable a configuration manager policy for
OS updates and tenant configuration 

D. Configure multiple tenants in the service catalog Add a single shared template to the service catalog Provide
orchestration workflows enabling data encryption and authentication in the template Provide orchestration workflows
enabling instance creation, customization and tenant assignment Enable a configuration manager policy for OS
updates 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 5

You have been hired by an organization to help them transition to cloud services. While performing discovery of their
application environment you realize that some applications have unique risk considerations. 

How should the organization manage application security requirements? 

A. Address security on an application-by-application basis 

B. Implement an intrusion protection system for the entire environment 

C. Adopt the public cloud provider\\'s most stringent security standards 

D. Create a CVE database to handle security controls 

Correct Answer: A 
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